
Storm Atiyah 

Sunday 8th and Monday 9th December 2019 

Second named storm of the season, named by Met Éireann on Friday 6 December 2019.  

A complex area of low pressure developed across the North Atlantic and moved between Ireland and 

Iceland on the morning of Sunday the 8th December 2019. A particularly strong zone of winds, associated 

with a tightening of the isobars south of the main low centre, developed across western Ireland early on 

Sunday the 8th and pushed eastwards, reaching the UK late Sunday and early Monday the 9th. Heavy, 

squally showers with a mixture of rain, hail and some thunder accompanied the strong winds.  

 

Figure 1. ECMWF Atlantic Chart for 8th December 2020 at 1800 utc. 

Peak sustained wind speed was 91 km/h at Sherkin Island, Co Cork around 5 pm (17 UTC) on Sunday 8 

December 2019. Two, out of 23, wind stations observed storm force 10 winds. The peak gust wind speed 

was128 km/h at Roches Point and Newport at 6:46 pm (18:46 UTC) on Sunday. The highest UK gust 

observed was 134 km/h at their Isle of Wight station.  

Fifteen stations (60% of total) observed gusts ≥ 48 knots in Connacht, Munster. Two stations in each of 

Leinster and Ulster observed gusts of this strength also. The main impact day from damaging gusts was 

Sunday, however it remained gusty into Monday 9 December 2020.  

 

Impacts:  

 Up to 7,000 ESB customers without power 

 Roads closed with reports of fallen trees and other debris 

 Flights cancelled at Kerry Airport, Cork Airport and Shannon Airport 

 



 

 

 

Figure 2. Station data for 8 February 2020. 

 

Figure 3. Station data for 9 February 2020 



 

 
 

Figure 4. Warnings issued by Met Éireann for Storm Atiyah 

 
 

DEFINITIONS 

Sustained wind speeds are an average of 10-minute wind speeds. 

Gust wind speeds are an average of 3-second wind speeds.  

For observations of sustained (10-min mean) wind speeds:  

 Storm Force 10 ≥ 89 km/h (48 kt)   

 Violent Storm Force 11 ≥ 103 km/h (56 kt)  

 Hurricane Force 12 ≥ 117 km/h (64 kt)  

 


